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<td>D. Godts, Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Session V: Exodeviations
Divergence fusional Amplitude can predict the surgical outcome of patients with convergence insufficiency:
C. Schiavi, M. Fresina, E.C. Campos, Italy

Topics on surgical management of adults with postoperative consecutive exotropia
Marcon, G.B., R. Pittino, Italy

Session VI: Oblique & Vertical Disorders
A retrospective review of superior oblique tuck surgery for the management of superior oblique palsy in a tertiary referral centre
O. Frangouli, L. Garnham, G.W. Adams, J.J. Sloper, J. P. Lee, UK
Effectiveness of anterior transposition of interior oblique in ipsilateral superior oblique palsy
B. Stankov, M. Ljutica, D. Obucina, R. Stojkovic, D. Bubalo, Serbia; V. Regoda, Bosnia & Herzegovina
Dissociated deviations caused by cortico-tectal lateralisatation
M. Ten Tusscher, Belgium

Session VII: Varia
Improvement in health-related quality of life in adults with non-diplopic strabismus
J.M. Holmes, S.R. Hatt, D.A. Leske, USA

Microdeviations and macrosymptoms: What to do?
V. Paris, Belgium

Computer simulation of Brown syndrome
M. Buchberger, T. Kaltofen, S. Priglinger, Austria; H. Mühlendyck, Germany
Retinofilms
D. Fdez-Agrafojo, Y. Meroueh, P. Martín, Enrile, H. Morales Ruiz, S. Busto del Campo, Spain

Posters
A new etiology in infant amblyopia. conversion Visual Loss
C. Laria, Mº E. Pérez, E. Pérez, D. P. Piñero, J. Torres, J.M. Ruiz-Moreno, J.L. Alió, Spain
Amblyopia, Strabismus and Refraction in congenital ptosis
W.J. van Wooudenbergh-Van Der Linden, W. Duifhunizen-Visscher, J.T.H. de Faber, The Netherlands

Relationship between visual acuity and stereopsis in children with amblyopia treated with occlusion therapy
A. Amaral, P. Leitão, L. Pinto, A. Paixão, M. Martins, A. Toscano, Portugal
Factors associated with treatment failure of anisometropic amblyopia
A. Medghalchi, S. Dalili, Iran

Incidence of ophthalmic disease of children with abnormal head posture
C. Hee-Young, South Korea

Association of extensive myelinated retinal nerve fibers and high degree myopia
E. Yalcin, Z. Akingol, S. Sencan, Turkey

Stereoaucuity using the FD2 at 6 metres, 3 metres, and using a mirror
H. Davis, M. Sidhu, J.P. Frisby, UK

Partially accommodative esotropia after cataract surgery
K. Dae Hyun, C. Gwang Ju, K. Seong Taek, Rep. of Korea

The use of dynamic magnetic resonance in the diagnosis of ocular motility disorders
P. Loba, I. Laudanska-Olszewska, O. Nowakowska, A. Majos, A. Broniarczyk-Loba, Poland

Pupil reactions in patients with hyperopic amblyopia
I.M. Boychuk, N.N. Bushueva, Ukraine

Results of 2 hours, 6 hours and full-time patching regimens for treatment of amblyopia
C. Hee-Young, South Korea

Results of recession & anteriorization of inferior oblique muscle for alignment of superior oblique palsy
School of medicine, Guilan Medical science University, Rasht, Iran

Strabismus associated with Angelman syndrome
N. Milic, S. Popovic, A. Pepic, M. Stojkovic, D. Rasic, G. Stevanovic, M. Gakovic, Serbia
Surgical approach in treatment of Möebius syndrome
O. Rayward, E. Hernández, R. Gómez de Liaño, Spain
Surgical results after traumatic section of a lateral rectus muscle: A case report
S. Popovic, M. Jovanovic, A. Pepic, N. Milic, M. Gakovic, Serbia
The changes of corneal astigmatism and refraction after horizontal rectus muscle surgery in intermittent exotropia
H. Heo, G.H. Mun, S.W. Park, Y.G. Park, Korea
The clinical course and the difficulties in etiological diagnosis in two patients with painless ophthalmoplegia – case report
A. Pepic, V. Brankovic-Sreckovic, S. Popovic, D. Mrvos-Cobeljic, J. Mladenovic, V. Milic-Rasic, Serbia
Relations between ocular dominance and macular nerve fiber layer thickness in intermittent exotropia patients with strong unilateral ocular dominance
Y.G. Park, J.S. Lee, H. Heo, S.W. Park, Korea
Evaluation of intelligence quotient (IQ) in patients with congenital strabismus who were candidates for strabismus surgery in one year period
A. Bagheri, M.R. Fallahi, M. Zonoubi, M. Abrishami, M. Aletaha, Iran
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  J. Sloper, C. Suttle, A. Finley, D. Melmoth, S. Grant, UK  
- **Superiority of objective evaluation of visual acuity in children**  
  V. Paris, Belgium  

### Session 2: visual function / origin of strabismus
- **Ocular dominance. Compatability study between different tests**  
  AG. Pechereau, A. Outtara, D. Lassalle, L. Nigua, J. Rondineau, P. Lebranchu, France and Ivory Coast  
- **Ocular function in Parkinson disease**  
  MX. Repka, Z. Almer, K. Klein, L. Marsh, M. Gerstenhaber, USA  

### Session 3: decision making approach
- **The seven deadly syndromes of cranial nerve III**  
  CL. McCarus, V. Rismondo-Stankovich, USA  
- **Recession of the four horizontal rectus muscles in congenital nystagmus: subjective assessment by the patients and their families using a questionnaire**  
  AC. Spielmann, O. Norbert, E. Chapotot, France  

### Session 4: botulinum toxin
- **Botulinum toxin A in the management of pediatric strabismus**  
  VK. Tailor, S. Thomas, GGW. Adams, UK  
- **Motor response to botulinum toxin in childhood esotropia – effect of features of the esotropia and age of first treatment**  
  RG. Pinto, I. Silva, F. Braz, R. Seldon, G. Varandos, ML. Vieiro, Portugal  
- **Late recurrence of esotropia in patients with essential infantile esotropia aligned at very early age by botulinum toxin injections**  
  C. Schiavi, M. Fresina, E. Campos, Italy  
- **Comparative study of botulinum toxin and surgery in acquired esotropia management**  
  A. Valverde-Megias, R. Gonzalez-Jimenez, E. Piedrahita-Alonso, E. Garcia-Hernandez, R. Gomez-de-Liano, Spain  

### Symposium: Adult strabismus management
- **Topical anesthesia in strabismus surgery**  
  R. Gomez-de-Liano, P. Gomez-de-Liano, P. Merino, O. Seijas, Spain  
- **Mandatory indications for botulinum toxin use**  
  SB. Ozkan, Turkey  
- **Strabismus following muscle trauma**  
  O. Molinari, Ecuador  

### Orthoptic course
- **Introduction: assessment and measurement towards standardisation in clinical trials**  
  E. Caines, Sweden  
- **Assessment of visual acuity and contrast sensitivity in children**  
  A. Rydberg, Sweden  
- **Standardisation of subjective refraction and visual acuity measurements in adults**  
  D. Godts, Belgium
Ocular alignment and motility: moving variables in clinical trials
F. Rowe, UK
Testing binocular vision and stereopsis in clinical trials
H. Davis, UK

Session 5: oblique muscle surgery
Is inferior oblique recession a ‘self-adjusting’ surgical procedure?
B. Kaczmarek, Poland
Effect of strabismus surgery on torticollis caused by congenital superior oblique palsy in young children
Isenberg SJ, Kekunnaya R, USA and India
From MRI to surgical strategy in A or V pattern strabismus
A. Roth, M. Bumbacher, Switzerland
The effect of superior rectus recession on superior oblique palsy with superior rectus contracture
SB. Ozkan, D. Buran, Turkey

Round table discussion: oblique muscle surgery update
Anatomy of the inferior oblique muscle and surgical implications
D. Stager Jr, USA
Objective analysis of torsion related to oblique muscle surgery
A. Pechereau, Lebranchu, G. Le Meur, D. Lassalle, France
Particular aspects of oblique muscle resection and transposition
V. Paris, Belgium

Session 6: special aspects of torsion
Rotation of the retinal vascular arcades: an accessory sign of ocular torsion
CF. Parsa, AB. Kumar, USA and India
Canine tooth syndrome resulting from fronto-ethmoidal sinus surgery
Peeters, K. Baelemans, D. Yuksel, Belgium
Different mechanisms of motor fusion may differentiate between patients with true versus masquerading superior oblique paresis
K. Irsch, DL. Guyton, HS. Parks, HS. Ying, USA
Epidemiological study of strabismus with torsional syndrome
P. Lebranchu, G. Le Meur, F. Oger-Lavenant, A. Pechereau, France

Session 7: complications and trauma
Severe complications of strabismus surgery
JA Bradbury, RH. Taylor, UK
A child with choroidal oedema after uneventful strabismus surgery
C. Gobin, S. Swinnen, Belgium
How to handle trauma to the eye muscles with a Dutch touch. Do not despair, but repair?
JTHN de Faber, I Dekker, MC Rijneveld, D Goes, E de Jongh, R van Ruijven, MJH Tjon-Fo Sand, The Netherlands
Study of ocular motility in patients with congenital glaucoma
E. Hernandez Garcia, A. Valverde Megias, MR. Gomez de Liano Sanchez, Spain

Session 8: specific aspects of surgery
Second surgery in dissociated vertical deviation (DVD)
S. Gamio, Argentina
To compare inferior rectus recessions versus inferior and superior rectus recessions in patients with vertical deviations in thyroid eye disease on fixed and adjustable sutures
J. Hancox, K. Mackenzie, J. Acheson, J. Lee, G. Adams, UK
Uni or bilateral recession of the inferior rectus muscle in Grave’s orbitopathy patients?
HM. Jellema, P. Saeed, YS. Everhard-Halm, L. Prick, M. Mourits, The Netherlands
Surgery for consecutive exotropia. An audit of a decade
RH. Taylor, UK
201

Surgical options in Duane syndrome
A. Arnesto, Argentina
207

Session 9: special aspects of Duane syndrome
Duane syndrome: clinical pearls contributing to tailored surgery
M. Dieltiens, I. DeClippeleir, M. Van Lammeren, L. Baekeland, H. Janssens, L. Beelen, L. Govaerts, Belgium
213
Surgery and expectations in consecutive exotropia related to lost medial rectus after surgery for eso-Duane
DE. Cioplean, G. Birlea, M. Dragomir, Romania
217
Rosenbaum transposition for Duane’s syndrome
AJ. Cossari, USA
221

Amblyopia treatment perspectives
B. Stankovic, Serbia
227
Review of recent evidence on management of patients with intermittent exotropia
J. Sloper, UK
231
Review of the evidence for surgery in patients with nystagmus
J. Sloper, UK
235

Posters
Preliminary results of treatment efficiency of disbinocular amblyopia with eccentric fixation with prism correction
S. Rykov, M. Shevkolenko, V. Mellina, Belarus
241
The effect of myopic laser keratorefractive surgery on exotropia
A. Farahi, H. Hashemi, S. Tavakolizadeh, Iran
245
Near compared with distance visual acuity in amblyopic eyes
MX. Repka, A. Christoff, B. Kaminski, JM. Holmes, PEDIG Group, USA
249
The dilemma about retinal changes in amblyopia
RL. Lolova, NK. Surlekova, Bulgaria
253
Unilateral amblyopia: comparison of time and spectral domain optical coherence tomography in assessing macular and retinal nerve fiber layer thickness
S. Petroni, V. Perrotta, R. Parrila, S. Aliberti, A. Salerni, G. Savino, L. Balia, C. Rodini, A. Dichmann, Italy
257
The change of quality of life in adults after surgical correction of strabismus
JB. Lee, SA. Chung, SH. Han, S. Rhia, Republic of Korea
261
A wider applicability of the screening refractometer Plusoptix: a Russian experience
IL/ Plisov, Russia
265
Surgical treatment of partially accommodative esotropia after LASIK surgery – case presentation
M. Ljutica, V. Regoda, B. Stankov, D. Bubalo, M. Jankov, J. Rebic-Jelic, Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina
269
Premature infants with or without ROP treatment: refractive errors and presence of strabismus
J. Rebic-Jelic, M. Ljutica, A. Oroz, B. Stankov, Serbia
273
Double – a case report
L. Lindverg, Finland
277
Amblyopia children and electrophysiological assessment
M. Jarc-Vidmar, J. Rahne, M. Sustar, J. Brecelj, D. Kosec, Slovenia
279
Clinical peculiarities of accommodative esotropia
A. Senyakina, N. Bushyeva, S. Martynyuk, Ukraine
283
Synkinesis in ocular motility
ESM. Toukhi, Egypt
287
Standardising reported outcomes of surgery for intermittent exotropia — squaring the circle?  
AKC. Chiu, N. Din, N. Ali, UK  
Electronic baropodometry in patients affected by ocular torticollis  
G. Bellizzi, M. Bellizzi, Italy  
Results of extraocular muscle electrostimulation in concomitant strabismus treatment  
IM. Bolchuk, TM. Serebrina, VP. Mazur, Ukraine  
Ocular abnormalities in patients with Down syndrome  
T. Huseynova, S. Akar, B. Gokyigit, OF. Yilmaz, Azerbaijan and Turkey  
Dose effect in advancement of medial rectus muscle for consecutive exotropia  
WY. Ryu, YA Cho, Republic of Korea  
Surgical outcomes in intermittent exotropia with a deviation angle of 20PD  
MMK. Kim, MJC. Cho, Republic of Korea.  
Consecutive exotropia  
R. Seldon, F. Almeido, A. Vide Escada, G. Varandos, ML. Vieira, Portugal  
Principal phenomena of abnormal binocular vision and retinal correspondence in patients with concomitant strabismus; their frequency and dependence on method of investigation  
TP. Kashchenko, Russia  
Binocular symptoms during tridimensional technology movies display in absence of known binocular pathology  
Can patients with strabismus see 3D movies?  
Recurrent idiopathic orbital inflammatory disease  
AY. Firth, UK  
Ophthalmoplegic migraine: case report  
U. Procoli, G. Rizzo, C. Shorgia, Italy  
Strabismus in premature infants: prevalence and associated factors  
S. Gamio, MV. Sors, M. Brassa, Argentina  
Contra lateral superior oblique posterior tenotomy (SPOT): a primary treatment for diplopia in down gaze following blowout fracture  
AO. Garrick, G. Hewitt, J. Durnian, IB. Marsh, UK  
Anterior and nasal transposition of the inferior oblique muscle: indications and surgical outcomes  
S. Gamio, Argentina  
Ophthalmic findings in syndromic and nonsyndromic craniosynostosis  
L. Balia, S. Aliberti, G. Savino, R. Parrilla, V. Perrotta, S. Petroni, P. Sarmiento, A. Salerni, A. Dickmann, Italy  
Vergence accommodation synkinesis during far and near holograms fixation  
M. Dostalek, P. Betlachova, T. Jindra, J. Dusek, J. Keprt, P. Fiala, M. Skeren, Czech Republic  
Case report: marked esotropia following unilateral inferior oblique anterior transposition  
AC. Fragkou, P. Mortzos, AM. Ansons, UK  
Congenital IV cranial nerve palsy: characteristics and management  
E. Jarrin, FJ. Hurtado, L. Cabrejas, JJ. Gonzalez-Lopez, A. Koutsoulidis, JM. Rodriguez-Sanchez, Spain  
Silent sinus syndrome and eye motility disorders  
E. de Jongh, MJH. Tjon-For-Sang, JTHN. De Faber, D. Paridaens, The Netherlands  
Anterior segment ischemia after strabismus surgery: a case report  
I. Lequeu, C. Gobin, Belgium  
A new suspension recession technique in strabismus surgery  
ESM. Toukhi, Egypt  
Hypertropia following eyelid surgery: a case of superior oblique tendon damage  
GB. Marcon, R. Pittino, EC. Campos, Italy
Bilateral asymmetrical inferior rectus recession in a Grave’s orbitopathy patient
371
HM. Jellema, CF. Merckel-Timmer, P. Saeed, The Netherlands

Thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy (TAO): ocular motility and angle deviation
modifications in relation to different therapeutic approaches
373
G. Savino, S. Aliberti, R. Parrilla, V. Perrotta, L. Balia, R. Ghiraldelli, A. Dickmann, Italy

Management of residual diplopia after reconstructive surgery for orbital fractures
377
P. Loba, O. Nowakowska, A. Broniarczyk-Loba, Poland

A case of postoperative apnea associated with topical brimonidine application in 381
strabismus surgery
H. Basmak, H. Gursoy, Turkey

Traumatic transaction of the lateral rectus muscle with chorioretinitis sclopetaria
383
KA. Mackenzie, SA. Dotchin, DH. Verity, PM, Sullivan, MN. Ali, UK

Factors influencing the outcome of eye muscle surgery in exotropia
387
M. van Waveren, F. Schuettlauf, C. Engel, D. Besch, Germany

Nasal periosteal fixation in cases of complete limitation of adduction
391

Retrieval of lost medial rectus muscles without orbital approach
395
HI. Altinsoy, OM. Ceylan, G. Gokce, FM. Mutlu, Turkey

Management of consecutive exotropia
399
H. Gursoy, H. Basmak, Y, Aydin, Turkey

Cyclic esotropia in a monocular patient with myopia and pigmentary glaucoma
401
S. Popovic, D. Sokic, V. Markovic, I. Marjanovic, N. Milic, B. Stankovic, Serbia

Modification of pulleys position after surgery of medial rectus
403
DA. Thouvenin, O. Norbert, E. Chapotot, France

Is there any improvement in sensory and motor functions after surgery in neurologically
impaired children?
407
S. Ziylan, D. Oral, E. Gorgun, RB. Kucumen, F. Ciftci, Turkey

A case for Hickam’s dictum? Complex ophthalmoplegia with several possible causes
411
H. Armstrong, R. Gokani, C. Loong, H. Manji, F. Bremner, UK

Chronic progressive external ophthalmoplegia, congenital fibrosis of extraocular
muscles and ocular myasthenia: retrospective analysis
415
G. Savino, S. Petroni, R. Baltendieri, MT. Rebecchi, D. Colucci, R. Mattei, A. Dickmann, Italy

An unusual case of bilateral Brown’s syndrome
419
HT. Sekeroglu, P. Turkcuoglu, AS. Sanac, EC. Sener, Turkey

Our experience with surgical treatment of large angle esotropia
423
I. Mravicic, N. Gabric, I. Dekaris, V. Glavota, Croatia

Consecutive exotropia after bilateral medial rectus recession in type I Duane’s retraction
syndrome
427
H. Basmak, H. Gursoy, Y, Yaz, Turkey

Rare cases of congenital cranial nerve palsies with long-term follow-up
429
A. Soproni, P. Domsa, Hungary

Botulinum toxin in the treatment of early onset esotropia in children with cerebral palsy
433
K. Oyewole, H. Petrushkin, S. Jain, UK

Combined medial rectus recession and Fadenoperation for treatment of large angled
esotropia with eccentric fixation
437
B. Gokyigit, S. Akar, OF. Yilmaz, Turkey

Ten-year long term results of botulinum toxin injection in congenital esotropia
441
J. Tejedor, M. Perez-Lopez, M. Leal, JM. Rodriguez, Spain

Orbital paraganglioma presenting as lateral rectus enlargement and its novel
management
445
A. Bagheri, M. Aleta, H. Salour, A. Abdollahi, Iran

Retrobulbar Xeomin therapy for acquired vertical nystagmus
449
IL. Phsov, VV. Atamanov, Russia

ESA lectures

ESA lecture: Adventures of a strabismologist
J-THN de Faber, The Netherlands

Session 1: Amblyopia, screening and visual function
Group training: a solution to improve compliance and efficiency in amblyopia treatment
CG Vladutiu, SA Sevan, I Duma, Romania

Session 2: Neuro-ophthalmology and the visual function
Profile of gaze dysfunction following cerebro-vascular accident
F Rowe, VIS Group, UK
Deficits in eye-hand coordination in children with strabismus and amblyopia change with age
JJ Sloper, C Suttle, M Conway, D Melmoth, S Grant, UK

Round table: Surgery for inferior oblique overaction/superior oblique palsy – different approaches leading to the same goal
Intraoperative adjustment for oblique surgery under general or topical anaesthesia
V Paris, Belgium

Session 3: Particular types of strabismus
Diagnosis by magnetic resonance imaging of the CREOM
P Merino, P Gomez de Liano, H Fukumitsu, G Franco, Y Ruiz, Spain
MR imaging in strabismology: technique, indications and results
A Roth, EA Cabanis, M-T Iba-Zizen, Switzerland and France
Type IV Duane syndrome
DT Sprunger, EM Helveston, DE Cioplean, LA Teodorescu, USA and Romania
Is there a new entity of strabismus in myopic patients?
B Marcon, RPittino, N Martini, G Muner, Italy

Symposium: Imaging in strabismus surgery
Imaging in superior oblique palsy
M Sato, Japan
Clinical and image correlation in thyroid strabismus
C Bok-Beaube, O Galatoire, S Moraz, F Heran, France
Contribution of MRI to the study of strabismus in the highly myopic patient
P Gomez de Liano, P Merino, G Franco, J Guzman de Villoria, P Fernandez, Spain
Imaging in consecutive exotropia
T Negishi, Japan

Session 4: Strabismus surgery. Part 1
Effectiveness of strabismus surgery in patients with amblyopia
M Goberville, MS Leite Nguyen, V Sebag, A Kostas, France
Severe complications of strabismus surgery
JA Bradbury, RH Taylor, UK
Reoperations in Duane retraction syndrome: intraoperative findings and postoperative results
A Ciubotaru, LG Popescu, D Mircea, Romania
Risk factors for reoperation in infantile esotropia
R Friling, S Fertig, I Maharshak, E Reich, I Sherf, Y Ron, M Snir, Israel
Topical anaesthesia in strabismus re-operation: a case series
A Farahi, S Tavakolizadeh, S Mehravaran, Iran
The natural course of anterior segment ischaemia after disinsertion of extraocular rectus muscles in an animal model
A Bagheri, M Tavakoli, P Torbati, M Mirdehghan, M Yaseri, O Safarian, Iran

Early morning orthoptic course: The eye in focus – Accommodation and vergence and dynamic anomalies
Accommodative and vergence anomalies
A Rydberg, Sweden
Vertical vergence adaptation
MG Stephenson, UK
Convergence-accommodation beats accommodative convergence
AM Horwood, PM Riddell, SS Toor, UK

Session 5: Binocular vision
Binocular vision in chronic fatigue syndrome
D Godts, Belgium
Dichoptic contrast masking during relative convergence training
M Dostalek, P Betlachova, R Autrata, Czech Republic
Stereoacuity in prism-induced divergence stress
H Davis, M Bibi, UK

Round table discussion: Management of intermittent exotropia

Session 6: Strabismus assessment and binocular vision
Objective analysis of the mechanism of vertical fusional vergence to classify congenital superior oblique paresis and guide surgical approach
K Irsch, DL Guyton, HS Ying, USA
MP4 player attached to the forehead for strabismus assessment
S Hajjo, Syria
How far can we trust the cover test?
V Paris, Belgium

Early morning course: IIIrd nerve palsy
Neuroimaging in third nerve palsy
GB Marcon, R Pittino, Italy
Synkinesis in IIIrd nerve palsy
AC Spielmann, France
Problems and solutions in surgical treatment of third nerve palsy
SB Ozkan, Turkey
Transposition surgery for third nerve palsy
M Graf, B Lorenz, Germany

Session 7: Strabismus surgery, part 2
An effective modification of rectus muscle plication surgery technique  
B Gokyigit, S Akar, ED Aygit, A Demirok, Turkey  
Bimedial rectus recession with posterior fixation suture (BMRF) for large infantile esotropia  
M Graf, T Gerlach, O Getmann, B Lorenz, Germany  
Transposition surgery for the treatment of paralytic exotropia  
C Schiavi, Italy  
Effectiveness of split lateral rectus transpositions in medial rectus area in complete 3rd cranial nerve palsy and mis-innervation syndrome  
B Gokyigit, S Akar, ED Aygit, A Demirok, Turkey  

Session 8: Strabismus overview  
20 year follow-up study on adult strabismus surgery  
R Gomez-de-Liano, I Rodriguez Una, E Diaz-Isabel, M Ibartz, Spain  
The association of retinopathy of prematurity stage with strabismus, its management and refraction  
H Gursoy, H Basmak, B Bilgin, N Erol, Turkey  
Recruitment issues in a pilot RCT of surgery for intermittent exotropia  
JJ Sloper, P Tiffin, R Taylor, K MacKenzie, CJ Powell, D Buck, V Hogan, MP Clarke, UK  

Session 9: Vertical strabismus  
Differences in surgical management of symmetric and asymmetric dissociated vertical deviation  
S Gamio, Argentina  

Symposium: Re-operations in strabismus surgery  
Coming back on a medial rectus with a posterior fixation  
DA Thouvenin, France  
Re-operation for residual dissociated vertical deviation (DVD)  
LA Theodorescu, Romania  
Re-operation for lost medial rectus after multiple surgeries for strabismus  
DE Cioplean, Romania  
Vicious scarring after multiple strabismus surgery  
SB Ozkan, Turkey  

Posters  
Treatment of amblyopia: development of visual acuity by stair-case method  
L Sabetti, D Lodovico, S Argentieri, S Costanzi, Italy  
Binocular triplopia induced by occlusion therapy – case report  
C Serfozo, A Soproni, Hungary  
Visual acuity and contrast sensitivity improvement in cases of congenital nystagmus using NeuroVision™ (RevitalVision LLC) Technology: a retrospective multinational multicentre case series  
OW Lior, H Lichter, S Levinger, Y Morad, Israel  
Myelinated nerve fibres combined with high myopia and amblyopia  
B Kaczmarek, Poland  
The peculiarities of treatment of strabismus and amblyopia in children with disorders of neuropsychofunctional state  
V Serdiuchenko, Y Galpert, I Kuzhda, Ukraine  
Comparison of the iScreen photoscreener to the MTI photoscreener for the
detection of amblyopia risk factors in children
NS Matta, DI Silbert, RW Arnold, USA
Can the plusoptiX replace the need for a cycloplegic examination in select pediatric ophthalmology patients?
DI Silbert, NS Matta, K Anderson, USA
Ocular motility behaviour and refractive resemblance in identical twins
B Gokyigit, ED Aygit, S Akar, Turkey
Postnatal refractogenesis in children with congenital comitant non-accommodative esotropia (CCNE)
S Rykov, A Senyakina, M Shevlenko, Ukraine
Superficial electromyography in children with comitant squint
IM Boichuk, VP Mazur, Ukraine
A new conjunctival incision for strabismus surgery
S Hajjo, Syria
Postoperative treatment in uneventful strabismus surgery follow-up in children under 14 years: optimal treatment vs dosage
M Serrador, E Hernandez, A Valverde, R Gomez-de-Liano, Spain
Anterior segment ischemia – a case report
P Toivonen, Finland
The change of accommodational ability influencing asthenopia with viewing 3D display
S Wee, N Moon, Republic of Korea
Binocular vision following refractive surgery in anisometropic patients
E Hernandez Garcia, B Martin Garcia, R Gonzalez Jimenez, R Gomez de Liano Sanchez, A Arias Puente, Spain
Eye appearance and detection of exotropia in children with intermittent exotropia
S Rhiu, SA Chung, K Lee, JB Lee, Republic of Korea
Tropicamid 0.2% for treating exotropia
S Hajjo, Syria
Strabismus distribution among the patients in a Sofia eye clinic
RH Lolova, Bulgaria
The results of the surgical treatment of strabismus in children with cerebral palsy
V Serdiuchenko, Y Galpert, Ukraine
Comparison of the surgical response to medial rectus recession in esotropes with and without cerebral palsy
J-M Hwang, DJ Ma, HK Yang, Republic of Korea
Outcome of strabismus correction by botox injection: Dharan Eye Specialist Hospital
LH Jeddawi, G Ramadan, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Transposition surgery for damage of abducens nerve: optimal strabismological portrait of patients to get the best outcome
IL Plisov, Russia
Anterior and nasal transposition of the inferior obliques in Crouzon syndrome
A Dickmann, S Petroni, C Tredici, A Agresta, Italy
Unilateral enophthalmos with restricted ocular motility and shortening of the optic nerve. A case report
OH Haugen, J Krakenes, Norway
Iatrogenic cyclotorsional diplopia in acquired traumatic bilateral third nerve palsy: How can we manage it?
AC Piantanida, G Falcicchio, C de Conciliis, Italy
Iatrogenic exotropia after endoscopic sinus surgery: a case report

M Dragomir, DE Cioplean, Romania
Whiplash injury and diplopia 373
I Perez-Flores, Spain
Relationship between posture and strabismus 377
L Sabetti, S Argentieri, F Bianchi, A Berarducci, Italy and UK
A case of inferior oblique paresis: clinical features and surgical treatment 381
G Birlea, DE Cioplean, Romania
Surgical treatment in Brown syndrome. Good results using silicon expander 385
CG Vladutiu, SA Sevan, I Duma, O Rusu, Romania
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ESA lecture introduction
A Roth

ESA lecture: Reporting on the deviation
A Pechereau

Session 1: Amblyopia, screening and visual function
Amblyopia treatment study 1: long-term follow-up results at age 15 years.
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